Abstract. Let k be an algebraically closed field and C a k-linear, Hom-finite triangulated category with split idempotents. In this paper, we show that under suitable circumstances, the Grothendieck group of C, denoted K 0 (C), can be expressed as a quotient of the split Grothendieck group of a higher-cluster tilting subcategory of C.
Introduction
Let k be an algebraically closed field and C be a k-linear, Hom-finite triangulated category with split idempotents and suspension functor Σ. We denote the split Grothendieck group of an additive category A by K sp 0 (A) and the Grothendieck group of an abelian or triangulated category B by K 0 (B).
We present higher versions of Palu's result in two different senses: a "higher-cluster tilting" one and a "higher-angulated" one.
Higher-cluster tilting version. Let n ≥ 2 be an even integer and assume that C is n-Calabi-Yau and has an n-cluster tilting subcategory T = add(T ). Recall that AuslanderReiten (n + 2)-angles in T were introduced in [5, definition 3.8] .
Theorem 4.7. We have that
M ∈ IndT with Auslander-Reiten (n + 2)-angle
When n = 2 and the Auslander-Reiten quiver of T has no loops, we have that Theorem 4.7 becomes Palu's theorem. In this case, if M is an indecomposable direct summand of U = T , its Auslander-Reiten 4-angle is obtained from the exchange triangles and it is
Higher-angulated version. Let d ≥ 1 be an integer and assume that C has a d-cluster tilting subcategory S = add(S) such that Σ d S = S. Note that S is a (d + 2)-angulated category with d-suspension Σ d , by [3, theorem 1] . Similarly to the way K 0 (C) is defined, one can define the Grothendieck group of the (d + 2)-angulated category S as
We prove that this is isomorphic to the Grothendieck group of C.
Theorem 5.6. We have that K 0 (C) ≅ K 0 (S).
Let n = 2d. We now add the assumptions that C is n-Calabi-Yau and that there is an ncluster tilting subcategory T = add(T ) ⊆ C such that T ⊆ S. By [9, theorem 5 .26], we have that T ∈ S is an Oppermann-Thomas cluster tilting object, i.e. the corresponding concept in a (d + 2)-angulated category of a cluster tilting object in a triangulated category. Theorems 4.7 and 5.6 have the following immediate consequence.
Corollary 6.4. We have that
When d = 1, we have that S = C is a triangulated category with (2-)cluster tilting subcategory T = add(T ) and, adding the extra assumption that the Auslander-Reiten quiver of T has no loops, Corollary 6.4 becomes [10, theorem 10] . For higher values of d, Corollary 6.4 proves a higher-angulated version of Palu's theorem.
We conclude our paper by illustrating our results in two examples: one for each of the higher versions of Palu's theorem. Let q and p be integers and q be odd. We apply Theorem 4.7 to C q (A p ), the triangulated q-cluster category of Dynkin type A p , to show that
We then consider a higher Auslander k-algebra of Dynkin type A and an Amiot cluster category of it, to find an example of categories 
The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 recalls some definitions and results and presents our setup. Section 3 introduces some morphisms between Grothendieck groups that will be useful in the rest of the paper. Section 4 proves Theorem 4.7. Section 5 proves Theorem 5.6. Section 6 presents Corollary 6.4. Finally, Sections 7 and 8 illustrate our two examples.
Setup and definitions
Definition 2.1. Let A be an essentially small additive category and G(A) be the free abelian group on isomorphism classes [A] of objects A ∈ A. We define the split Grothendieck group of A to be
When A is abelian or triangulated, we can also define the Grothendieck group of A respectively as
In a similar way, one can define the Grothendieck group of a (d + 2)-angulated category S as follows. 
For m ≥ 2 an integer, an m-cluster tilting object of C is an object U such that U = add(U) ⊆ C is an m-cluster tilting subcategory, that is, a functorially finite, full subcategory satisfying
Setup 2.4. Let m ≥ 2 be an integer and U an m-cluster tilting object of C with associated m-cluster tilting subcategory U = add(U) ⊆ C.
There is a homological functor
Definition 2.6. If A and B are full subcategories of C, then A * B = {C ∈ C there is a triangle A → C → B → ΣA with A ∈ A, B ∈ B}.
where U i ∈ U and µ i is a U -cover for each i. In particular, the U i are determined up to isomorphism. The index of C with respect to U is the following element of the Grothendieck group K sp 0 (U ): 
for N ∈ U * ΣU . 
Morphisms between Grothendieck groups
Definition 3.1. There are surjective homomorphisms given by the quotient maps
Im θ U , and injective homomorphisms given by the inclusions 
We will show that
We will prove that there exists a morphism
Moreover, adding some assumptions on C and/or U , we will prove that there exists a morphism
In this case, f U and g U become inverse isomorphisms. In the next sections, we consider different sets of extra assumptions under which such a g U exists.
Given any object C ∈ C, consider the tower of triangles from Definition 2.8. We have that
Using the relations in K 0 (C) corresponding to the triangles in the tower, we have that
Since this is true for arbitrary C ∈ C, we conclude that
Proof. There exists a homomorphism f U with the desired property if and only if π U ○index U ○ ι C = 0. Note that
where the second equality is obtained by [7, theorem 4.5] . Hence π U ○ index U ○ ι C = 0 as desired.
Proposition 3.5. Suppose there exists a homomorphism
Then f U and g U are mutually inverse and
Proof. Using Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4 and g U with the stated property, we have
Since π U and π C are surjective, and hence right cancellative, we have
4. n-Calabi-Yau C with n-cluster tilting subcategory T Setup 4.1. Let n ≥ 2 be an even integer and assume that C is n-Calabi-Yau. Let T ∈ C be an n-cluster tilting object with associated n-cluster tilting subcategory T = add(T ) ⊆ C. Without loss of generality, assume that T has no repeated direct summands.
Remark 4.2. Note that, since C is n-Calabi-Yau, it has Serre functor S = Σ n . Then, using the same notation as in [5] , the functor S n ∶= S ○ Σ −n is the identity functor on C.
Let M be an indecomposable direct summand of T andT ⊂ T be the additive subcategory with IndT = IndT ∖ M. Then T = add(T ∪ M). By [5, proposition 3.10] , there is an Auslander-Reiten (n + 2)-angle in T , as defined in [5, definition 3.8] , given by a tower of triangles in C of the form:
Note that T 0 , . . . , T n−1 ∈ T , and that by [5, proposition 3.10 ] the left-most term in (2) is S n (M) and here S n (M) = M by Remark 4.2.
Lemma 4.3. Let M ∈ T be an indecomposable with Auslander-Reiten (n + 2)-angle as in (2) . Then F T (ξ i ) = 0 for any i = 1, . . . , n − 1.
where ξ i ○ τ i = 0 because two consecutive morphisms in a triangle compose to zero. Since this is true for arbitrary τ ∈ C(T, X i ), we conclude that F T (ξ i ) = 0 for any i = 1, . . . , n − 1.
Lemma 4.4. Let M ∈ T be an indecomposable and consider diagram (2) . Then, as an element in
where S M is the simple End(T )-module that is the top of C(T, M), the projective End(T )-module corresponding to M.
Proof. Consider the exact sequence induced by the right-most triangle in (2):
we have that τ 0 ∶ T 0 → M is minimal right almost split in T and so
is the simple End(T )-module that is the top of C(T, M). Then, by [7, theorem 4 .5], we have
Moreover, since τ 1 , . . . , τ n−1 are T -covers, letting T n ∶= M, by Definition 2.8 we have
Since n is even, substituting this in (3), we conclude that
Remark 4.5. Note that Lemma 4.4 can be applied to any indecomposable in T . Moreover, since any simple End(T )-module has the form S M for some indecomposable M ∈ T and K 0 (mod(End(T ))) is generated by the equivalence classes of the simple End(T )-modules, we have
Proof. Consider diagram (1) with U = T . A morphism g U with the desired property exists if and only if π C ○ j T ○ ι T = 0. By Remark 4.5, we have
Then, for any generator ∑ n−1
of Ker π T corresponding to the Auslander-Reiten (n + 2)-angle (2), we have
where all the terms cancel because of the relations in K 0 (C) corresponding to the triangles in the tower (2) and because n is even. Hence π C ○ j T ○ ι T = 0 and there exists a morphism
Proof. By Lemma 4.6, there exists a homomorphism 
By [3, theorem 1] , it corresponds to a tower of triangles in C:
A simple argument shows that the S i → Y i−1 do not need to be S-covers for this tower to compute index S (Y 1 ). In other words,
Proposition 5.3. We have that
Proof. We prove this by proving that the two inclusions hold.
(⊆). Given any Y ∈ S * ΣS, there is a triangle in C of the form
where S 0 , S 1 ∈ S. Letting Y 1 ∶= Σ −1 Y ∈ C, we obtain a triangle in C of the form
Since S is d-cluster tilting in C, by [5, corollary 3.3], we can construct a tower of triangles in C of the form
where S 2 , . . . , S d+1 are in S. Putting this together with triangle ∆, we obtain the tower of triangles (4) in C, which corresponds to the (d + 2)-angle in S:
By [7, theorem 4.5], we have that in
Moreover, since F S (ΣS 1 ) = 0, we have that F S (η 0 ) is surjective and so
We have that index
(⊇). Given a (d + 2)-angle in S of the form
consider the corresponding tower (4) of triangles in C. By Remark 5.2, we have that
Then, using [7, theorem 4.5], we conclude that
Remark 5.4. By Proposition 5.3 and Definition 2.2, we have that
Proof. Consider diagram (1) with U = S. Note that a morphism g S with the desired property exists if and only if π C ○ j S ○ ι S = 0. Note that, by Proposition 5.3, every element of ker π S has the form
corresponds to a tower of triangles in C of the form (4). Then, we have
where we have used the relations in K 0 (C) corresponding to the triangles in the tower (4), for instance
. Hence π C ○ j S ○ ι C = 0 and there exists a morphism
Proof. By Lemma 5.5, there exists a homomorphism ). An object T ∈ S is an Oppermann-Thomas cluster tilting object if:
Remark 6.3. Note that T ∈ S from Setup 6.1 is an Oppermann-Thomas cluster tilting object by [9, theorem 5 .25].
Proof. This follows by combining Theorems 4.7 and 5.6. 7. The Grothendieck group associated to C q (A p ) for q odd
In this section, we compute the Grothendieck group of the triangulated q-cluster category of Dynkin type A p for q odd. We start by introducing this category, first defined in [12] , and its geometric realisation, see [8] and [1] for more details.
Let q and p be positive integers and consider the coordinate system on the translation quiver ZA p illustrated in Figure 1 . Figure 1 . Coordinate system on ZA p .
Definition 7.1 ([8, remark 2.3])
. Define the following automorphisms on ZA p :
and let τ q+1 = τ ○ Σ −q .
Note that (ZA p , τ ) is a translation quiver in the sense of [8, definition 2.2] . Hence there exists a mesh category associated to it. The objects of this category are the vertices of ZA p and the morphisms are the arrows of ZA p subject to the mesh relations. For each arrow α ∶ x → y, let σ(α) be the unique arrow σ(α) ∶ τ (y) → x. The mesh relations are given by α∶x→y ασ(α) = 0, for each vertex y in ZA p .
Remark 7.2 ([8, section 2])
. The Auslander-Reiten quiver of the bounded derived category D b (kA p ) is isomorphic, as a stable translation quiver, to ZA p . The automorphisms Σ and τ from Definition 7.1 are the action of the suspension and the Auslander-Reiten translation in D b (kA p ) respectively, expressed in terms of the coordinate system from Figure 1 . Moreover, the mesh category k(ZA p ) is equivalent to IndD b (kA p ), i.e. the full subcategory of D b (kA p ) whose objects are the indecomposable objects. Figure 2 . The quotient translation quiver ZA p ⟨τ q+1 ⟩ when q is odd.
The quotient translation quiver ZA p ⟨τ q+1 ⟩ is obtained by identifying the vertices and arrows of ZA p with their τ q+1 -shifts. It is the Auslander-Reiten quiver of
the triangulated q-cluster category of Dynkin type A p . Figure 2 shows the identification on ZA p when q is odd. Note that in this case, the quiver can be drawn on a Möbius strip.
Moreover, note that C q (A p ) is a (q + 1)-Calabi-Yau category whose Hom-spaces between indecomposables are either zero or one dimensional over k.
Geometric realisation.
We present a geometric realisation of ZA p ⟨τ q+1 ⟩. Let N = (p + 1)q + 2 and P be a regular convex N-gon. Label the vertices of P from 0 to N − 1 in an anti-clockwise direction. We denote the diagonal joining vertices i and j by d(i, j).
Definition 7.3 ([8, definition 2.5])
. A q-allowable diagonal in P is a diagonal joining two non-adjacent boundary vertices which divides P into two smaller polygons which can themselves be subdivided into (q + 2)-gons by non-crossing diagonals. Note that these are the diagonals of P spanning 1 + kq vertices, for k a positive integer.
Proposition 7.4 ([8, proposition 2.9]). There is a bijection
is a q-allowable diagonal in P , then (i, j) might not appear in the coordinate system of ZA p ⟨τ q+1 ⟩. However, there is always a vertex (i ′ , j ′ ) in this coordinate system such that i ≡ i ′ (mod N) and j ≡ j ′ (mod N) and we identify (i, j) and (i ′ , j ′ ).
From now on, q-allowable diagonals in P and indecomposable objects in C q (A p ) are identified.
Hence it makes sense to talk about morphisms between two q-allowable diagonals.
Definition 7.6. A (q+2)-angulation of P is a maximal collection of non-crossing q-allowable diagonals.
Proposition 7.7. Assume that q is odd. We have that
Proof. Consider the (q + 2)-angulation T = T 0 , . . . , T p−1 , where
see Figure 3 . Note that by [8, proposition 2. 14] this corresponds to the (q + 1)-cluster tilting object T 0 ⊕⋅ ⋅ ⋅⊕T p−1 . Let T ∶= add(T 0 ⊕⋅ ⋅ ⋅⊕T p−1 ) ⊆ C q (A p ) be the corresponding (q+1)-cluster tilting subcategory. We want to find the Auslander-Reiten (q + 3)-angle starting and ending at T i for 0 ≤ i ≤ p − 1. Consider i = 0. It can be checked that there are no non-zero morphisms of the form T j → T 0 for 1 ≤ j ≤ p − 1. Hence 0 → T 0 is a right minimal almost split morphism in T . We also have Hom(T , Σ j T 0 ) = 0 for −q + 2 ≤ j ≤ −1 and so 0 → Σ j T 0 is a T -cover for any −q + 2 ≤ j ≤ −1. Moreover, we have that τ q−1 ∶ T 1 → Σ −q+1 T 0 is a T -cover. A method similar to the one introduced by Pescod in [11, chapter 4] , can be used to describe the triangles in C q (A p ) with indecomposable end terms. Using this method, we can extend τ q−1 to the triangle
Using [5, definition 3.8] , the Auslander-Reiten (q + 3)-angle starting and ending at T 0 is then the one corresponding to the following tower of triangles:
In a similar way, we can find the remaining Auslander-Reiten (q + 3)-angles. These are the ones corresponding to the following towers of triangles:
Recall that by Theorem 4.7, we have that
Using the Auslander-Reiten (q + 3)-angles found and the fact that q is odd, we obtain that in the quotient group on the right hand side, we have
This implies that 146 − 147 Table 3 . Evaluation of θ T at the simple Γ-modules S x .
Consider the endomorphism algebra Γ ∶= End O(A 2 3 ) (T ). The indecomposable projective Γ-modules are P x ∶= Hom O(A 2 3 ) (T, x), for x ∈ T indecomposable. The simple top of P x is then denoted by S x . We compute θ T ([S]) for every simple Γ-module S. In order to do this, we choose some morphisms γ in T , extend them to 4-angles in O(A 2 3 ) using Lemma 8.10, and compute θ T ([Im F T (γ)]) using Proposition 8.13 and Table 1, see Table 2 . Then, since θ T is additive, we can compute θ T at the simple Γ-modules using Table 2, see Table 3 .
Note that ⟨θ T ([S]) S is a simple Γ−module⟩ generates Im θ T since K 0 (mod Γ) is generated by the classes of the simple Γ-modules. Hence, using Table 3 
